Design of Control System of Reconstituted Tobacco Flexible Production Line Based on Industry Control Network
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Abstract—In order to avoid the shortcoming of reconstituted tobacco and the natural tobacco mixed producing method, and adapted to the new cigarette technology, with the designing of the production line’s 3 layer network structure and research on realizing method of each layer, the production line based on industry control network was built. The results show that the production line’s capacity reaches the level of 2000kg/H, and the goal of controlling the percentage of moisture of final product between 12%-13%. Through analyzing the experiment results, the industrial control network performance is verified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reconstituted tobacco is one of the main raw material of cigarette, which can effectively improve tobacco raw materials comprehensive utilization, and have rapid response to the personalized, customized and functional requirements for, and also is conducive to reducing tar cigarette products for harm reduction, etc. traditional processing method by mixing Reconstituted tobacco and natural tobacco together has lots of shortcomings [1]. So, in order to avoid the shortcomings and adapted to the new cigarette processing technology, the concept of individual reconstituted tobacco cutting line is created. This kind of production line can overcome the shortcoming of traditional mixed processing method and provide the reference for the future cigarette manufacturing process.

Due to the high stability, large amount of information and the real-time performance of the individual reconstituted tobacco flexible production line, we use IPC as the supervisor and host computer, with the software programmed by Simatic Step7 v5.5. Considering the real-time performance, we use Profibus-DP and ethernet protocol as the communication protocol, with the purpose of realizing the function of fieldbus device remote operating, status monitoring, data collecting and system warning.

II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

A. Siemens Industrial Control Network Overview

As one of the leader in automatic system field, Siemens provides a totally complete industrial communication solution, which obeys 3-layer network structure [3]. It will be described as follows: Siemens industrial control network is a kind of communication network which covers the whole area of a factory. It is consist of industrial ethernet(IEEE 802.3, 802.3u), industrial mobile communication, PROFIBUS, AS-I, EIB and so on. A typical Siemens industrial control network is described as Fig. 1.

B. Control System Structure of the Reconstituted Tobacco Flexible Production Line

This line is consist of device-layer, supervisor-layer, management-layer, referring to the Siemens industrial control network 3-layer structure.
Device-layer is consist of several subsystems as follows:
1) Auxiliary device control subsystem
2) Dust-extraction subsystem
3) Tobacco cutting machine subsystem
4) Tobacco dryer control subsystem
5) RFID subsystem
6) Moisture meter system
7) Electrical belt weigher subsystem
8) Tobacco case packing subsystem

Supervisor-layer contains two IPC which are redundant and in charge of supervisor the subsystems and central operating.

Management-layer is integrated with the function of web publishing, production data acquisition, production data querying and analyzing.

C. Control network Structure and communication method

Device-layer
In order to realize the real-time synchronized control and high reliability, we use distributed structure in the device-layer based on Profibus-DP protocol which has better real-time performance than traditional Ethernet and is especially suitable for I/O control. The main controller of the device-layer we selected is Siemens S7-400 PLC which is the master station for the distributed DP slave stations. The distributed DP slave stations contain auxiliary device control subsystem, dust-extraction subsystem, tobacco dryer control subsystem, RFID subsystem and moisture meter system which are connected with each other by the Profibus-DP network.

For the subsystems integrated with a small individual controller, like electrical belt weigher subsystem and tobacco case packing subsystem which are called intelligent DP slave station, the communication among them is configured by Siemens STEP7, the PLC controller like Siemens S7-300 of other system which are called intelligent slave station.

Supervisor-layer
The main function of this layer is data supervisor, also it directly collects data from master PLC based on industrial ethernet. The software is developed by Simatic WinCC 7.0.

Management-layer
The central control IPC acquires all kinds of data from supervisor-layer by the way of OPC. This OPC server is supplied by the supervisor-layer, while the client is management-layer. The background database is MS-SQL SERVER, the software is developed by Borland Delphi 7.0.

The network topology is described as Fig. 2.

III. REALIZATION OF NETWORKS’ COMMUNICATION

Fig. 2 shows the structure of the flexible cutting line networks and the networks at different layers. It also shows that the configuration and programming for such networks are realized by using different means of communication. By this way, the communication among all subnet system and networks at all layers are realized. Siemens STEP7 is adopted in device-layer as the configuration and programming software; WinCC is adopted in supervisor-layer; Managing data collection is reached by industrial data bridge and management software is developed by Borland Delphi [5].

A. Realization of Device-layer networks’ communication

The structure of controlling networks for device-layer controlling system adopts main PLC as master station and distribution I/O station as salve stations. The hardware relationship among them is configured by Siemens STEP7. The system’s hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 3.

The Fig. 3 shows that the master station has three kind of slave station: one is ET200S slave station, one is Danfoss frequency converter and moisture meter slave station; the other slave station is the PLC controller like Siemens S7-300 of other system which are called intelligent slave station.

The communication between master station and distributed I/O salve station

Normally the communication between them can directly call Siemens STEP7 system function SFC14 and SFC15 in the programming procedure.
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• The communication between master station and intelligent slave station
  The communication between master station and intelligent slave station is based on Profibus-DP, and its realization is totally different from the communication between master station and distributed I/O slave station. The procedures are described as follows [5]:
  1) In the hardware configuration of the master station’s project file, an intelligent slave station must be configured.
  2) The operation mode of the DP port for the intelligent slave station must be configured as slave mode
  3) Configure data communication memory area allowed by intelligent slave station.
  4) In network configuration, drag intelligent slave station onto master station’s Profibus-DP network for main station. This is shown in Fig. 3.
  5) Couple the master station’s PLC and intelligent slave station’s PLC;
  6) Mapping the communication data memory area of the configured intelligent slave station.

  With the steps described above, the communication between the master station and intelligent Slave station is established.

B. Realization of the Supervisor-layer’s Network Communication

  The supervisor-layer uses Siemens Hmi configuration software WinCC, which is well-developed and can provide totally perfect communication support for Siemens series PLC. WinCC can build connections between the communication of various kinds of Siemens PLC. Very conveniently through a built-in SIMATIC S7 protocol suite drive system via all kinds of network access protocols, such as industry Ethernet, Profibus-DP, MPI and TCP/IP, etc.

C. Realization of the the Management-layer’s Network Communication

  According to the general function design of modern automation system’s management layer’s management PC , it should has the following two basic functions: one is storing production process data as well as product information and the other is analyzing data.

• The realization of productive process data and product information storage function based on industrial Ethernet.
  In this project, our management IPC in the management-layer uses OPC client through industrial Ethernet to acquire default data which is provided by the supervisor-layer’s software WinCC as OPC server[8], after which it will record the data required by WinCC from the master PLC into database by using WinCC IDB(Industrial Data Bridge). IDB has the following characteristics [6]:
  1) It can be used as data source as well as data destination.
  2) It can be connected to many SCADA systems produced by different manufactures with different kinds of OPC interfaces, and it makes data archiving more convenient by putting WinCC Runtime’s realtime data into the history database.
  3) It can connect the automation layer’s data to the IT layer.

  The management PC acquires and stores WinCC OPC server’s data into background database on industrial Ethernet through the following procedures: after running WinCC Runtime, the OPC server will start. Then, IDB will take this OPC server’s data as source data and unload them to the data destination such as ....after corresponding programming and setting.

• The realization of management-layer client
  We develop a data querying software based on history database by Delphi 6.0 and realize the functions such as querying by product information keywords, analyze and making statistics exporting during different time periods to excel forms and printing out report forms, etc.

IV. CONCLUSION

  The primary line reconstituted tobacco flexibility control system described in this article uses Siemens industrial controlling network architecture as its communication infrastructure and Siemens PLC as its central controller. It realizes network communication between different layer’s through Profibus-DP network, adopts Siemens configuration software WinCC as its supervisor layer software to realize network communication between the supervisor-layer and device-layer with TCP/IP protocol and realizes the production data storage in the management-layer through industrial Ethernet in the form of OPC. This kind of design, which is in correspondence with Siemens Total Integrated Automation standard is a relatively advanced controlling strategy in industrial control and is suitable to the integration of various industrial control network-based controlling system. Thus, it has a promising supputation prospect. This industrial control network based reconstituted tobacco flexible production line can reach the production capacity of 2000kg/h and realize the output moisture target to be 12-13%.

  This line can also improve the quality and effective availability of paper-making reconstituted tobacco thread
and provide a strong guarantee of primary line group processing, new technique pattern of flexible production as well as the reduction of harmful components in the smoke.
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